COUNTRY: SOUTH VIETNAM

SUBJECT: SITUATION REPORT IN QUANG NAM PROVINCE AS OF 1800 HOURS ON 2 FEBRUARY

1. FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE VIET CONG (VC) ATTACK ON AN AND OTHER AREAS OF QUANG NAM PROVINCE UNTIL 1800 HOURS 2 FEBRUARY, THE BODY COUNT OF KILLED IN ACTION (KIA) VC WAS 706, WITH 96 WEAPONS CAPTURED, AND 631 VC LABORERS UNDER DETENTION. VIETNAMESE SUFFERED 63 KIA AND LOST 15 WEAPONS.

2. TWO RATHER LARGE GROUPS OF REFUGEES (EXACT NUMBER UNKNOWN) ARE UNDERGOING INTERROGATION AT THE AIR FIELD AT HOI AN AND AT HIEU NHON DISTRICT. MANY APPEAR ILL AND INJURED, BUT THEY WILL NOT BE ALLOWED INTO HOI AN UNTIL THEY ARE SCREENED.

CONFIDENTIAL NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION
3. THIRTEEN OF THE THIRTY REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT (RD) TEAMS IN QUANG NAM HAVE NOT BEEN IN RADIO CONTACT. SIX TEAMS SUFFERED 1 KIA; ONE TEAM, 2 KIA; AND ONE TEAM, 1 WIA. NINE TEAMS HAD CONTACT WITH THE VC AND SUFFERED NO CASUALTIES. THE RD CONTROL GROUP WAS AGAIN IN OPERATION AND MORE DETAILS ARE EXPECTED SOON. SIX OF THE TEAMS WERE BEING USED IN HOI AN ON OTHER DUTIES.